MapCast delivers mapping as a service. Stream high resolution imagery for Ontario and Alberta into your desktop mapping software on demand through an online connection to our geo-data library. Shared subscription plans scale to the size of your team, or let us design a custom solution for your enterprise or web portal.

**MAPCAST BENEFITS**

**Easy To Use**
Add data to your project and connect to MapCast instead of a file stored locally. No need to store, manage or process vast data sets.

**Easy To Maintain**
Monitor your team’s usage in real time, assign operator and account admin roles, create custom reports, and manage your subscription online.

**Works With Software You Already Use**
MapCast connects to most GIS and CAD software packages using the WMS, WMTS, KML, or TMS protocol.

---

**SUBSCRIBE**
Select from aerial and satellite imagery packages plus localized vector overlays.

**CONNECT**
Stream data into your mapping project through the WMS, WMTS, KML, or TMS protocol.

**EXPLORE**
Analyze your sites with the benefit of current and archived high resolution imagery.

**COLLABORATE**
Everyone on your team can share access to MapCast data as little or as much as they need.
Established February 2000, First Base Solutions’ (FBS) core purpose is delivering high resolution aerial imagery, geospatial data, and comprehensive mapping solutions to land information professionals. FBS caters to organizations with diverse mapping needs, technical experience, and budgets.

FBS maintains a fleet of Cessna aircraft equipped with high resolution camera systems ready to capture aerial imagery for you anywhere in North America on demand. Value added post production services include orthorectification, colour balancing, mosaicking, stereo models, and custom feature extraction.
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